Our country was built on ideals.
Those ideals must be renewed in each generation.
Who we are

How we do it

Constitutional Rights Foundation is a non-partisan, Los
Angeles-based nonprofit with a national reach. We pass the
ideals, ideas, and practices of participatory democracy on to
future generations by making history, law and government
come alive to young people.

Constitutional Rights Foundation impacts more than a
million students each year with innovative, high-quality
programs and educational resources.

We offer

CRF
Engages students through compelling programs and
interactive materials that meet high educational standards.
Increases civic participation by preparing young people
to be informed, skilled, and capable citizens.
Provides balance and relevance by encouraging students
to consider differing viewpoints and understand how
law and government affect the issues they care about.

Hands-on experiences and competitions including
the Los Angeles County and California Mock Trial
Competition, Courtroom to Classroom, and Cops & Kids:
Working Togethter for Peace on the Streets.
Internships that prepare underserved, deserving young
people for college and careers by combining focused
seminars with professional work experience.

the

Teacher professional development in person and online on the use of our curriculum resources.

Serves all students — with a special emphasis on the
underserved.

Publications such as Criminal Justice in America and
Bill of Rights in Action used by tens of thousands of
teachers around the country.

Creates innovative education incorporating
latest techniques, tools, and technologies.

Interactive web sites with hundreds of free resources
receiving over 4.6 million unique visitors a year.
Specialized sites intensively cover topics such as
Immigration and Intellectual Property.

Educate. Engage. Empower

www.crf-usa.org
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Join CRF in keeping the ideals of
democracy alive and strong
Informed, active citizens are essential for our democracy
to thrive.
Constitutional Rights Foundation inspires, informs
and engages young Americans in civic life.
We educate students about the rights and responsibilities
of citizens, and the importance and relevance of the
ideals in the Constitution.

How you can help
Engage — Make sure CRF programs and materials are
available in your school, and if not, work with us to make
it happen.
Contribute — Donate to CRF so together we can ensure
that future generations will be informed, motivated,
and inspired to participate in our democratic republic.
Sponsor — Help a deserving student participate in our
Expanding Horizon Institute..
Volunteer—CRF needs a range of volunteers including
lawyers, judges, and legal professionals to bring the real
world to students through our programs.

Renewing what makes our country great. . .
we depend on you.
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